
About Sandvine
Sandvine helps organizations run world-class networks with Active Network 
Intelligence, leveraging analytics and automation to improve network behavior in 
real-time. Sandvine’s products give service providers actionable data that helps 
them to monetize their traffic and embrace new capabilities.

The Need for Integration
Sandvine creates automation solutions for service providers, providing real-time 
analysis of information being transmitted through the data plane to enhance 
network performance and help them develop new services. As a result of 
the merging of two companies, Sandvine found themselves with disparate 
management systems in their various product lines. As they looked at what was 
needed going forward, Sandvine determined that they had a need for a common 
programmable management API based on NETCONF and YANG as well a 
common CLI across all their products.  They needed all their products to share 
consistent functionality while having the ability to rapidly develop their backend 
instrumentation code in a variety of languages.

The Solution: ConfD from Tail-f 
The stakeholders at Sandvine were aware of Tail-f, a Cisco company, and 
ConfD, the YANG data model-driven management plane framework with the 
industry leading implementation of NETCONF for enabling programmability. 
Sandvine decided to move forward with the Tail-f ConfD solution because of 
its reputation for flexibility and ability to auto-render a variety of northbound 
management interfaces from one set of YANG data models resulting in an equal 
view of management information across all interfaces while providing for fast 
development time. 

“We need interoperability between 
the different operational aspects of 
our products. The end goal is not 
only to simplify our development 
process, but also to create a better 
user experience. ConfD gives us a 
great deal of flexibility and saves 
us time while incorporating new 
functionality moving forward,”

—Sundeep Puliccott, Software 
Manager at Sandvine.
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The Results 
ConfD enables Sandvine to quickly deploy a NETCONF and YANG based programmable API in order to eliminate 
older APIs that are outdated and less versatile. ConfD also simplifies Sandvine’s development of their CLI as a result of 
ConfD’s YANG data model-driven auto-rendering.  This enables Sandvine to more quickly develop products which meet 
their customers’ needs. The thorough and easy to understand ConfD documentation allows them to quickly develop 
their backend instrumentation as well as customize the northbound interfaces. ConfD has also helped them improve 
other aspects of the development process. For example, when preparing to release a new product, the development 
team was able to quickly identify and resolve functionality gaps that previously would have required significant delays 
to add. With ConfD, the process was simplified and the team was more easily able to add the required functionality. 
Sandvine was also able to leverage ConfD interfaces to support their QA automation process.

In the future, Sandvine plans to expand their use of ConfD to streamline its code as well as begin to use SNMP in 
ConfD. Moving forward, ConfD will provide a common infrastructure to simplify the sharing of management functionality 
between management interfaces and across products for what in the past had been separate silos. Additionally, 
Sandvine sees value in and is planning on participating in Tail-f’s Cisco NSO Driven Interop testing program in order to 
ensure that their use of NETCONF and YANG is not only interoperable with Cisco’s Network Services Orchestrator, but 
also follows service automation best practices. 


